Weathering in the Cemetery

NOTE: Please remember you are treading on sacred ground and should treat all materials with respect. Do not move stones, even those that have fallen over.

1. Make ten detailed observations of the markers in the cemetery. Include two drawings with your observations. This should take about 15 minutes. (5 points)

2. List any questions that occur to you while making your observations. Put a star in front of questions that could be answered with an investigation. Add questions that come out of the group discussion to the list. (3 points)

3. List the question you and your team will investigate. Describe the procedure you will use to answer your question. Include any changes you make in the procedure as you work. (5 points)
4. Use the space below to collect your data. Use additional sheets if necessary. (5 points)

5. Analyze your data (include a graph) and state your conclusion by: A. describing what happened, B. summarize your data that supports what happened, and C. giving a logical reason why your investigation turned out this way. (10 points)

6. List additional questions that surfaced during your investigation. (2 points)